
PRODUCTS
Eastern Wholesale Fence is your premiere distributor of Ameristar Fencing products. 

Please call and ask about your full line of Eastern Fence’s Ameristar products.

ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE & GATES
HIGH SECURITY FENCE

ASK ABOUT ALL AVAILABLE STYLES 
CALL FOR QUOTE 800-339-3362



PRODUCTS  

ALL OF THESE STYLES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR PREMIERE  
AMERISTAR DISTRIBUTOR EASTERN WHOLESALE FENCE.

INDUSTRIAL ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE - Built for strength yet a penchant for beauty, Montage II is an industrial grade 
steel fence that delivers on both levels. Superior welding techniques create a profile that lends itself to landscaping design 
while maintaining a level of perimeter security that is unmatched.

COMMERCIAL ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE - Montage Commercial steel fences have redefined the commercial fence indus-
try with strength that matches the level of security demanded. In the past commercial fencing was defined as a chain link 
fence with three strands of barbwire, today Montage Commercial ornamental fences are the standard for security fencing.

ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE - Montage Plus ornamental steel fence has the versatility to fit many different project appli-
cations. With its ability to traverse varying grades, variety of distinct product styles and unmatched coating performance, 
Montage Plus is the preferred choice for ornamental fence. 

ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE - The strength of Aegis II is rivaled only by the elegance of its profile. Manufactured as an 
industrial grade fence system, it is designed for strength and durability. Balanced by the beauty of its design features, 
Aegis II matches the level of security demanded by any application.

COMMERCIAL ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE - Aegis Plus combines strength greater than most commercial steel fences with 
a surface finish that is essentially maintenance-free. The size of Aegis Plus works well for numerous applications where 
users are seeking greater strength and a more substantial look without the high cost of industrial fencing.

INDUSTRIAL ORNAMENTAL ALUMINUM FENCE - Echelon II’s superior strength and durability is a result of combining top 
quality design components with a maintenance-free, architectural grade finish. This revolutionary fence system is com-
prised of aluminum posts, panels, and mounting brackets that are easily installed along any terrain.

ORNAMENTAL ALUMINUM FENCE - Echelon Plus has taken the quality and performance of aluminum ornamental fencing 
to a higher level. The strength characteristics of the reinforced rail and posts, coupled with a superior powder coat finish 
make Echelon Plus the most durable .75” ornamental picket product on the market. 

HIGH SECURITY STEEL PALISADE FENCE - Maintaining a secure perimeter is your first line of defense against potential 
threats. Impasse II fence systems serve as a visual deterrent backed with heavy steel components that give a higher level 
of protection compared to the traditional chain link or architectural mesh fence alternatives. 

POST & RAIL ANTI-RAM CRASH BARRIER - The Stalwart post and rail anti-ram barrier is the most economical passive 
perimeter barrier on the market. The Stalwart standalone design when installed adjacent to an existing perimeter fence, 
transforms the perimeter into a secure anti-crash perimeter system.

ANTI-RAM BARRIER + ARCHITECTURAL MESH - Stalwart Plus combines the design components of an anti-ram barrier with 
the industrial appearance of architectural mesh. Diverse mesh options for a varied level of security to delay with anti-cut 
and anti-climb properties.

ANTI-RAM BARRIER + SECURITY FENCE  - Stalwart IS unites the strongest security fence available with the most widely 
used anti-ram perimeter barrier. The appearance of Stalwart IS is a great visual deterrent that delivers strength and 
fortitude for keeping any assailant from easily breaching the perimeter.

ANTI-RAM BARRIER + ORNAMENTAL FENCE  - Stalwart II integrates the design features of a traditional ornamental iron 
fence with the resilience of the Stalwart anti-ram barrier. The ornamental picket design blends into its surroundings, not 
drawing attention to itself, but still maintaining the requirements of an anti-ram barrier.

COMMERCIAL WELDED WIRE STEEL FENCE  - The WireWorks Plus fence system is the new standard in welded wire fencing. 
With this product, Ameristar has a fence solution that will reduce dependency on chain link. WireWorks Plus provides 
unobstructed visibility, aesthetics, and security while delivering a value added fencing solution.

HIGH SECURITY WELDED WIRE MESH FENCE  - WireWorks Anti-Climb is a unique perimeter security system that maintains 
a guarded display of visual screening balancing the need to delay and deter an attack. WireWorks Anti-Climb combines a 
mesh that discourages cutting and climbing with framework that can support a total security platform.

ASK ABOUT ALL AVAILABLE STYLES 
CALL FOR QUOTE 800-339-3362


